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Community conversations are a powerful advocacy 
tool for reform. These events, which can be 
held in person or virtually, connect LEx leaders, 
advocates, and policy experts with policymakers, 
agency leaders, and other community members 
to understand, discuss, and act on the latest 

research on youth who have experienced foster 
care. Through effective, data-driven community 
conversations, we can work together to raise 
awareness, support young people transitioning from 
foster care, spur data-driven systems, and create 
youth-centered policy change. 

INTRODUCTION: 

UNDERSTANDING THE POWER OF  
COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONS
The Journey to Success Community Conversation guide is a one-stop playbook to help 
advocates put the Annie E. Casey Foundation’s “Fostering Youth Transitions 2023” (FYT 2023) 
report into swift action. This guide was created in partnership with lived experience 
(LEx) leaders — youth and young adults who have experienced foster care. It will 
highlight the reasons to hold a conversation in your state and equip you with easy-to-use 
tips and examples. Be sure to check out the Appendix! First, let’s cover the basics…

WHAT ARE COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONS? 

 CREDIT: FosterClub

https://www.aecf.org/resources/fostering-youth-transitions-2023 
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WHAT ARE THE KEY FINDINGS OF THE FYT 2023 REPORT? 
The newly released report reveals a clear picture of the unmet needs of youth in 
foster care and urges decision-makers to take immediate steps to better equip 
young people to thrive as they become adults. It traces the experiences of 
young people ages 14 to 21 who were in foster care from 2006 to 2021 across 
all 50 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico.

Advocates should familiarize themselves with both the national 
findings and their respective state-level profiles within the report. 

KEY FINDINGS:
1. Despite tremendous need, the Chafee program — one of the primary federal programs dedicated to 

supporting successful transitions to adulthood for youth in foster care — is serving fewer than half of 
all eligible youth.

2. Our nation’s foster care system is failing to find permanent families for more than half of youth in 
foster care, meaning that nearly 20,000 youth per year age out of foster care on their own. At this stage, the 
steep climb these youth have already been on becomes more arduous and too often results in youth falling off 
the path to success as they struggle in school and work and often experience homelessness and incarceration. 

At the same time, the report emphasizes what we have long known: There is enormous untapped 
potential to make a positive and lasting difference in the lives of youth in foster care through 
targeted support and resources during their pivotal adolescent years.

WHAT IS JOURNEY TO SUCCESS?
The Journey to Success campaign was built on the 
legacy of youth advocacy. We launched over a year ago 
to call for federal policy improvements to create better 
opportunities and outcomes for all youth and young 
adults who experience foster care by promoting their 
healing, family connections, and economic security. 
The Community Conversation Guide is one of a set of 
campaign resources to support progress toward that 
shared goal. This guide was designed and developed in 
partnership with LEx leaders as part of the Journey to 
Success value to center individuals with lived experience 
in foster care in all aspects of the campaign. 

To shape federal policy reform, Journey to Success 
brings together a diverse network of local, state, and 
national organizations to share research, analysis, 
and a full range of perspectives with policymakers. 

State-based campaign partners are co-convened by 
the State Policy and Reform Center, a project of the 
Partnership for America’s Children, and FosterClub, 
the national network for youth in care. The Youth Law 
Center, Think of Us, and others are also working in 
partnership with the campaign. 

WE ARE HERE TO SUPPORT YOU 
We are grateful you’re planning a 
conversation in your community on securing 
better futures for youth in foster care. Please 
reach out to Eddye Vanderkwaak if you 
have questions as you plan an event in your 
community, and be on the lookout for virtual 
interactive forums for ongoing support. 

FOSTERING YOUTH TRANSITIONS 2023 STATE AND NATIONAL DATA TO DRIVE FOSTER CARE ADVOCACY

https://www.aecf.org/resources/fostering-youth-transitions-2023#lists
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/fostering-youth-transitions-2023
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/fostering-youth-transitions-2023
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/the-pathway
mailto:eddye@journeytosuccess.org
https://www.aecf.org/resources/fostering-youth-transitions-2023 
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Specifically, the key findings in the report align with Journey to Success’ recommendation to 
focus advocacy efforts on urgent reforms to: 

1. Prioritize family ties and permanent family connections to provide those lifelong relationships that 
are the basis for succeeding in school, work, and family life.

2. Retool Chafee to ensure youth in foster care are plugged in to supportive relationships and services 
they need to transition successfully to young adulthood. 

3. Improve extended foster care so it can provide the supportive services young people ages 18-21 
need to succeed on their journey to a thriving and successful adulthood.

The Journey to Success team has addressed the above priorities with recommended federal policy 
actions, as detailed below. Each recommendation is based on research, best practices, and extensive 
work alongside youth and young adults. Please choose from the following list of resources according to 
your stage of community conversation planning:

JOURNEY TO SUCCESS FYT 2023 POLICY RESOURCES

POLICY ONE-PAGERS
THE QUICK VERSIONS: We 
recommend sharing these 
with community attendees for 
meetings with their legislators 
and other decision-makers 
after you’ve spent time briefing 
them on the data and policy 
recommendations.

POLICY BRIEF
ALL THE DETAILS: We suggest 
using this Policy Brief to help 
your planning team digest the 
national data covered in the FYT 
2023 report and recommended 
policy reforms at the start of your 
planning process.

POLICY TIPSHEET  
JUST THE HIGHLIGHTS: The 
Tip Sheet is a condensed 
version of the Policy Brief to 
consider sharing with your 
community conversation 
attendees as part of 
your event.

Findings from the Fostering Youth Transitions 2023 report show that we are severely failing to connect 

youth to family. Youth in well-supported family-based foster care are more likely to leave foster care to 

join a permanent family. 

RECOMMENDED POLICY ACTION: 
Federal policymakers should increase support for kinship placements and address the barriers 
that prevent youth in foster care from living with relatives or in family-based settings while in foster 

care. Federal policy also should build incentives to take best practice to scale and make youth 
engagement in permanency planning a practice norm.

Prioritize family ties and permanent family connections to provide those 
lifelong relationships that youth need most to succeed 

JOURNEYTOSUCCESS.ORG info @journeytosuccess.org         @journeycampaign
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FOSTERING YOUTH TRANSITIONS 2023:POLICY ACTION RECOMMENDATIONSThe Fostering Youth Transitions 2023 report shines a light on the urgent need for policy action to nurture 

family connections and create stronger supports for youth in and transitioning out of foster care. 
Advocates can use this new data to urge federal policymakers to advance practical, grounded, youth-informed 

policies that improve outcomes for older youth in care through three policy approaches: 1) Prioritize Family 

Ties and Permanence; 2) Invest In and Redesign Chafee; and 3) Improve Extended Foster Care. Below 

are specific talking points advocates can use for policymaker outreach.

POLICY ACTION TALKING POINTSThe Annie E. Casey Foundation’s new report, “Fostering Youth Transitions 2023” lays bare the challenges and 

the opportunities for youth experiencing foster care across the country. The latest data shines a light on the fact that the supportive services that are meant to help youth in foster 

care succeed on their journey to adulthood are underfunded, inaccessible, or fundamentally broken. 
These findings are nothing short of an alarm bell that federal policymakers should heed as an 

urgent call to action. We encourage policymakers to take immediate action in three key areas. 

#1

• Address barriers that prevent youth in 
foster care from 
living with relatives or in family-based settings while in 
foster care

• Increase kinship 
placements

• Improve supports to youth and 
caregivers

• Improve recruitment and retention of kin and non-kin 
caregivers 

 

• Strengthen and 
incentivize 
permanency through  reunification, and continue incentives for permanency 

through guardianship and adoption• Enforce and strengthen current laws to protect and support sibling connections
• Ensure Family First prevention services meet the needs of youth and their 

families to safely prevent entries into foster care 

• Make youth 
engagement in 
permanency 
planning a practice norm

• Incentivize agencies and courts to achieve wide-scale 
implementation of best practices in 
youth engagement• Clarify that peer 
delivered services and youth 
engagement are 
federally 
reimbursable 

Support state and local foster care 
agencies in 
developing their 
workforce so they can provide tailored and intensive permanence services for youth and young adults

Improve the 
effectiveness by 
increasing 
involvement of youth in continuous 
program 
improvement, 
including methods of obtaining youth 
feedback

Incentivize agencies to develop outreach policies so that more youth are aware of services available to them

JOURNEYTOSUCCESS.ORG

The Case for Reform • Permanency rates for teens and young adults are declining. One in four teens who are in foster care age out on their own, 

usually at age 18, without ever being connected to family in a permanent way. As young adults, they often experience 

homelessness, joblessness, mental health challenges and poverty.• Too many youth have a group placement while in foster care, even though youth in these settings are less likely to have 

relationships with supportive adults, access to effective mental health support or success in school and work.

• The most frequently cited reason for teens entering foster care is neglect, which is often related to poverty, indicating that some of 

these placements are unnecessary and preventable if communities can provide support and resources to help struggling families.

Prioritize family ties and permanent family connections to provide those lifelong 
relationships that youth need most to succeed 

Make healing and family connections a priority for Chafee eligible youth

 

Increase investment in Chafee by at least $100/m year to 
address resource needs of state and local agencies so they can better serve 

more eligible young people 

Give state the 
flexibility to serve youth and young adults up to age 26, similar to Medicaid and ETV eligibility

Update the array of services and 
incentivize agencies to offer community- based services that youth most need: • peer-delivered 
services

• transportation• concrete supports, including financial assistance
• help brokering 

housing, mental 
health, parenting and workforce 
support  

Improve the 
effectiveness by 
increasing 
involvement of youth in continuous 
program 
improvement, 
including methods of obtaining youth 
feedback

Incentivize agencies to develop outreach policies to ensure more youth are 
aware of services available to them

The Case for Reform • Permanency rates for teens and young adults are declining.• One in four teens who are in foster care age out on their own, usually at age 18, without ever being connected to family in a 

permanent way. As young adults, they often experience homelessness, joblessness, mental health challenges and poverty.

• Chafee services are not reaching large numbers of eligible youth; more than half of youth ages 14-21 never received a 

Chafee-funded service during their time in care.

JOURNEYTOSUCCESS.ORG

Invest in and redesign Chafee to ensure youth in foster care are plugged in to 
supportive relationships and services

Encourage and incentivize agencies to collaborate with youth and young adults to raise awareness about the benefits of extended foster care and other programs that support successful transitions to adulthood

Guide and incentivize states to design more effective extended services and programs that young people will want to utilize• Elevate the focus on permanency planning• Ensure young people have safe and appropriate living settings• Ensure youth and young adult involvement in case planning• Train and support caseworkers to develop specialized skills in supporting young adults

Eliminate barriers to extended foster care programs• Make all youth who have not achieved permanency by age 18 categorically eligible• Eliminate outdated income eligibility requirements to rebalance the federal state partnership

Support and protect the rights of youth in foster care, including young parents’ rights to their own children, through high-quality legal representation and other avenues

JOURNEYTOSUCCESS.ORG

The Case for Reform • To date, 33 states—including D.C., Puerto Rico and nine tribes—provide extended foster care programs that are federally 

reimbursable. • Despite the availability of federal reimbursement for extended foster care, participation is low. Nationally about 1 in five youth 

who leave foster care at age 18 are utilizing extended foster care programs a year later. 
• Youth who participate in extended foster care, especially youth of color, have improved outcomes including: increased high 

school completion and enrollment in higher education; improved employment; and improved earnings and savings.

Improve extended foster care so that it provides the supportive services that 
youth and young adults need to heal and succeed in young adulthood 

Family Connections 
One-Pager

Chafee  
One-Pager

Extended Foster 
Care One-Pager

https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-policy-brief
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-policy-action-tip-sheet
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-policy-brief
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-policy-action-tip-sheet
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-one-pager-family
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-one-pager-chafee
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-one-pager-extended-foster-care
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-one-pager-family
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-one-pager-family
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-one-pager-chafee
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-one-pager-chafee
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-one-pager-extended-foster-care
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-one-pager-extended-foster-care
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Foster youth advocates — and their real-life stories 
and expertise — have been a driving force for policy 
change for over 20 years. Their work has secured 
meaningful legislative improvements for youth in 
foster care, dating back to the 1999 Chafee program 
enactment. Your FYT conversation has the power to: 

1. Steer decision-makers toward actions that better 
serve adolescents and young adults, especially 
those that support family ties and permanence, 
retooling the Chafee program, and improving 
extended foster care. 

2. Ensure the inclusion of lived experience 
perspectives within discussions of the FYT 
2023 data.

3. Build a deeper understanding among 
policymakers, program leaders, and other 
decision-makers of the experiences of youth and 
young adults in foster care in your community.

4. Spur the next era of policy and program 
improvements to better serve young people, 
centered on data and lived foster care 
experiences by creating an environment where all 
community members feel empowered to engage.

5. Facilitate healing and a sense of belonging 
for community members through shared 
conversation and open dialogue where everyone 
feels seen, heard, and valued.

WHY HOST A COMMUNITY CONVERSATION ON THE FYT 2023 REPORT? 

WHO CAN USE THE GUIDE? 
This guide was created for LEx leaders and all 
local and state-based organizations and advocates 
working to improve the outcomes of children and 
youth who have experienced foster care. 

• We strongly recommend those using this guide 
incorporate the key principles of youth-adult 
partnership1. Organizations may utilize other 
youth engagement models, including youth-led 
models. Regardless of the model, it’s critical 
that youth with lived experience and adult allies 
partner throughout the planning, implementation, and evaluation of the community conversation.

• To ensure this guide is helpful to advocates of all levels of experience, we’ve provided a menu of 
accessible tips and examples to choose from when hosting community conversations. 

1  “Youth-adult partnerships happen when young people and adults become engaged together in their communities; they are relationships 
between youth and adults where there is mutuality in teaching, learning, and action.” Source: Zeldin, S., McDaniel, A., Topitzes, D., & 
Lorens, M.B. (2001). “Bringing young people to the table: Effects on adults and youth organizations.” CYD Journal, 2(2) p. 20-27.

If you are interested in convening a community conversation and don’t feel you currently have the 
network to support you, reach out to Eddye Vanderkwaak of the Journey to Success team for help 
getting plugged into advocacy organizations in your state dedicated to youth in foster care. 

CREDIT: Iowa Department of Human Rights, Division of Criminal and Juvenile Justice Planning

https://www.journeytosuccess.org/s/TimelineOfYouthDrivenAdvocacy_March2023.pdf
mailto:eddye@journeytosuccess.org
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WHY DOES THIS GUIDE FOCUS ON PERMANENCY, RETOOLING CHAFEE, AND 
IMPROVING EXTENDED FOSTER CARE? 

GRATITUDE
Journey to Success is grateful to the team 
responsible for this guide, including researchers, 
advocates, communications professionals, and 
project managers. Specifically, we thank our LEx 
Leaders, Addison Anderson, Deza’Rae Collins, 
Eltuan Dawson, Kayla Powell, Mariah Thompson-
Grissett, Ashawntae James, and Huyanna Tyneshia. 
We appreciate their deep expertise and time 
spent planning and developing the guide. Look 
for their words of wisdom and 
encouragement for advocates 
throughout the guide. 

We thank Cherae McWilliams and Todd Lloyd of the Annie E. Casey Foundation, Rachel Rosenberg of 
ChildTrends, and Eddye Vanderkwaak of the Journey to Success team for their collaboration in developing 
this guide. We thank Margaret Martin, consultant to Journey to Success, for her collaboration as lead 
writer of the guide; Meridith Paulhus for her expert graphic design; and Angel Petite of FosterClub for 
her leadership and excellent project management. We also thank Florida’s Children First and Kentucky 
Youth Advocates for their review of the guide and their advocacy partnership. Finally, we are grateful to 
our philanthropic partners for their support, including the Annie E. Casey Foundation and the Conrad N. 
Hilton Foundation.  

This guide focuses on these three key areas of the 
Journey to Success agenda because:

1. The FYT 2023 report data clearly highlights the 
pressing need for their reform.

2. Reinforcing these foundational areas is essential 
to create better outcomes for youth in foster 
care overall.

3. Our campaign’s recent work with Congress tells 
us lawmakers are open to our collective advocacy 
efforts within these areas.

These factors create a real opportunity to improve 
the outcomes detailed in the FYT 2023 report. We 
must seize this moment by sharing our voices now 
and sharing our voices together.

CREDIT: Kentucky Youth Advocates
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ASSESS
1. The entire planning team should be up to 

speed on the FYT 2023 report data — both at 
the national level and within your state — and 
the opportunities to improve permanency and 
retool foster care it reveals. 

2. Next, begin narrowing the focus of your 
conversation and determining what a 
successful outcome looks like.
a. Refer back to page 4, which includes 

several “whys” behind hosting a community 
conversation. Use this as a jumping-off point 
to identify the specific goals for your event.   

b. The three Journey to Success priorities and 
your state data can guide the focus of your 
conversation. As a team, review the Journey 
to Success brief and the following discussion 
questions as you plan your agenda. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: In addition to covering the 
Discussion Questions on page 7 as you plan 
your event, you may include the most relevant 
questions below as part of the community 
conversation agenda itself for attendees to 
consider. We’ll come back to this later in the guide. 

3. Conduct an up-front assessment of what 
your team will need to convene a successful 
community conversation, including team 
members with the experience and time to invest 
in the partnership and participation of individuals 
with lived experience, including: 

P H A S E  O N E : 

PREPARING FOR THE 
COMMUNITY CONVERSATION
We devoted the most space to this phase of the community conversation because 
thoughtful preparation, alongside LEx leaders, will set your event up for success. 
Remember that our team is here to support you whenever questions arise! 

“Stay passionate and 
persistent ... Advocacy 
work can be challenging 
and progress can be 
slow, but it is important 
to stay committed to 
the cause.”

-  Addison Anderson

CREDIT: Sixto Cancel

https://www.aecf.org/resources/fostering-youth-transitions-2023
https://www.aecf.org/resources/fostering-youth-transitions-2023#lists
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-policy-brief
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-policy-brief
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

1. How well is your state doing at ensuring young people have been connected to permanent families 
before they leave foster care? 

2. Can more be done to ensure connections for them to mentors and other supportive, caring adults?

3. As the reported reasons for entry to foster care shift, how well are systems responding with solutions 
addressing the level of need?

4. Are workforce shortages hampering the ability of agencies to put aid in the hands of eligible young people? 

5. What more can be done to prevent homelessness among young people who age out of foster care 
without a family? 

6. What communities have designed replicable solutions with their young leaders to deliver support to 
those who most need it, where and when they need it?

7. How well is your state doing at ensuring young people have access to education, employment, and 
other chances to learn, grow, and heal during what is a key developmental phase in their lives? 

8. Are the young people most in need of extended foster care disconnected from or distrustful of 
agencies’ ability to help them gain access to services designed with their needs in mind? 

9. Are the available transition services programs keeping up with technology and the needs of today’s 
young people?

JTS TEAM TIP: Community conversations should be ongoing. Don’t feel you need to cover every 
issue important to the community in your first convening. You may want to focus first on the 

issue your collective team feels is most pressing, then come back to other topics in future convenings. 

a. Assess organizational capacity to support 
individuals with lived experience in partnering to 
design and hold the community conversation 
and individuals with lived experience in 
participating in the community conversation. 

Considerations should include: 

• Providing and/or ensuring LEx leaders 
have received strategic sharing training 
(see the Appendix for more) to help them 
share their experiences safely. This is an 
opportunity for LEx leaders partnering in the 
event design to train participants in strategic 
sharing if familiar and experienced.

• Ensuring LEx leaders can review the 
data report and discuss how to connect 

their own experiences before the 
community conversation.

• Identifying the budget available to support 
LEx partners and participants by providing 
compensation, transportation, childcare and/
or other supports such as access to internet/
laptops at your agency to participate virtually.

• Developing a plan for how your organization 
can engage and support LEx leaders beyond 
the community conversation event. 

b. Identify the network of LEx leaders that your 
organization could bring into this effort, 
including youth advisory boards in your state. 
The Journey to Success team can help 
facilitate those connections if needed. 
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c. Meet with LEx leaders as partners to determine 
the specific goals of the event and the diverse 
range of participants who will contribute to a 
successful outcome.

JTS TEAM TIP: Involving LEx leaders 
early in the process will help keep 

event planning centered around those the 
community conversation aims to help. 

d. Communicate and promote the event, 
including among other important stakeholders 
like lawmakers and the media.

e. Coordinate the logistics, including identifying 
the location/virtual platform and any audio-
visual equipment or other supplies needed.

Taking the time to think through the above will help 
you decide if you currently have the resources within 
your team or if you will need to call in partners to 
support you. 

PLAN 
1. Choose attendees: Keep in mind your 

conversation focus from page 4 and create 
a list of invitees. This list should be compiled 
alongside LEx leaders. If you want to invite a 
large number of attendees, consider using 
breakout sessions to give everyone the space and 
psychological safety to participate. 

Recommendations include:  

a. LEx leaders (Reminder: LEx leaders should be 
both event partners and participants.) 

b. Policymakers 

c. Agency/Program leaders

d. Service providers

e. Community members

f. Other state and local decision-makers

g. The media (We’ll provide more considerations 
for press engagement later in the guide.)

2. Guiding principles: Mutually agree upon the 
values that will underpin your event. We’ve shared 
several resources in the Appendix to help you.

3. Compensation: Allow for compensation for LEx 
participants and support for transportation and 
childcare, if not providing on-site care.

4. Choose your event date and venue (in person 
or virtual):
a. Date considerations: We encourage you to 

begin planning right away and aim to host your 
first convening in June or July 2023. 

JTS TEAM TIP: The U.S. Congress 
is typically in “recess” throughout 

August, which lawmakers spend in their 
home districts. This is an excellent time to 
invite your U.S. senator or representative to a 
follow-up community conversation, sending 
an invitation well in advance given their busy 
schedules. See tentative federal legislative 
calendars here and here, as well as a 
compiled state-level legislative calendar here.

“As a lived experience 
leader and advocate, 
you have the power 
to drive change in 
your communities, 
organizations, policy, 
and an array of 
other areas. Your 
voice, expertise, and 
experiences matter.” 

-  Mariah Thompson-Grissett

https://www.senate.gov/legislative/2023_schedule.htm
https://www.majorityleader.gov/uploadedfiles/full_calendar_-_revised_march_2023.pdf
https://www.ncsl.org/about-state-legislatures/2023-state-legislative-session-calendar
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b. Venue considerations: 
	¬ In person: Aim for a location convenient to the 

most participants, and consider going to the 
community rather than the community coming 
to you. Providing food and refreshments, 
childcare, and translation services where 
needed will help support an equitable, 
productive experience for all participants.

	¬ Virtual: Ensure participants have access to 
the connectivity and online platform needed, 
and provide ample instruction for using the 
platform — including “how to” screenshots — 
for a smooth virtual experience for everyone.    

5. Build an agenda: (See the Appendix for sample 
agendas you can repurpose to fit your goals.) Essential 
elements of a community conversation include:
a. Welcoming attendees and creating connections: 

	¬ Plan for attendee registration upon arrival, 
and ask for participant emails for post-event 
follow-up communications.

	¬ Share a meal and/or create time for 
icebreakers to help attendees connect.  

b. Introduction of attendees, meeting ground 
rules, and community conversation goals

c. Data overview:
	¬ Confirm the most impactful local themes 

to highlight from the data and incorporate 
them into the conversation.

	¬ The following resources will support your 
data presentation:

• The Journey to Success Policy Brief and 
Tip Sheet will help your team digest the 
national data and share with attendees.

• State-level data profiles are available for 
all 50 states, the Dis trict of Columbia, and 
Puer to Rico.

• For additional messaging support 
explaining key issues in a way that motivates 
understanding and action, see this quick 
messaging guide from FrameWorks.

d. Data discussion:
	¬ Make time for group discussion, with breakout 

sessions as needed. Ideally, the format includes 
groups of 12 participants or fewer so those 
who wish to share have that opportunity.

	¬ Refer to the three Journey to Success 
priorities and the Discussion Questions on 
page 7 most relevant to your state data 
for possible topics and questions to weave 
into your community conversation.

	¬ Draft any additional conversation questions 
in partnership with young leaders; this 
will help prevent framing questions that 
perpetuate stereotypes, introduce biases, or 
stigmatize attendees.

	¬ Prepared questions and a trained moderator 
and notetaker are recommended. If splitting 
into smaller groups, you will need these roles 
in each breakout session. 

e. Key takeaways: 
	¬ Build in time to summarize the key takeaways 

of the conversation. If using breakout 
sessions, one participant from each group 
can volunteer to share verbally from their 
respective group or post sticky notes with 
feedback to be read by a moderator. 

“Creating the 
communities we all 
deserve is best led 
by us, people with 
lived experience. Keep 
persisting, and don’t 
become what you’re 
trying to change.” 

-  Kayla Powell

https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-policy-brief
https://www.journeytosuccess.org/resources/fyt-2023-policy-action-tip-sheet
https://www.aecf.org/resources/fostering-youth-transitions-2023#lists
https://www.frameworksinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/tay-jts-brief-supplement-final.pdf
https://www.frameworksinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/tay-jts-brief-supplement-final.pdf
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ADVOCACY OPPORTUNITY
Did you know June 30 is an important deadline 
to weigh in on your state or tribe’s plan to 
strengthen its child welfare system?

Each state and tribe is required to establish specific goals to 
strengthen its child welfare system through a five-year Child 
and Family Services Plan. And each year, states and tribes are 
required to submit a report, called the Annual Progress and 
Services Report (APSR), on the progress made toward those goals.

States and tribes are also required to engage young people and 
other stakeholders in developing their APSR and to report on 
how this stakeholder feedback informed policy. Importantly, their 
reports cover many issues related to the Chafee program and older 
youth, including how states and tribes are doing in coordinating 
critical services like Foster Youth To Independence vouchers, 
Medicaid, and support for LGBTQI+ youth and young adults. 

This reporting requirement impacts future state/tribal child 
welfare plans and presents an excellent opportunity to advocate 
for issues important to transition age youth and meaningfully 
include LEx voices in the process. 

Take the following actions as part of your community 
conversation before June 30 to reflect LEx feedback in your 
state or tribe’s APSR.

 tAsk the child welfare agency their process for getting 
stakeholder feedback. You can start by asking your child 
welfare agency director who is coordinating the APSR process. 

 tFrom there, create a plan to invite your state/tribal agency 
to your community conversation to hear LEx participant 
feedback directly, or build time into your agenda for 
attendees to share written feedback. 

• For written feedback, develop a template for attendees to 
easily make comments. 

• Submit comments to your child welfare agency to ensure 
LEx voices are heard!

Read the APSR Program Instruction for more detail. 

	¬ Provided they feel 
comfortable doing so, 
participants with lived 
experience are also 
encouraged to share their 
expertise related to the data. 

	¬ Create space for LEx partners 
and other key community 
stakeholders to highlight 
relevant policy solutions.

f. Close by sharing gratitude 
for attendee participation 
and planned next steps.

g. After finalizing your agenda, 
assign roles, including 
facilitators devoted to the 
following roles:
	¬ Welcome and registration

	¬ Discussion moderation

	¬ Notetaking

	¬ Tech management

	¬ Media relations, if press 
is included

	¬ Make space for LEx leaders 
to partner with you in these 
key roles and ensure you’ve 
spent prep time together 
so everyone is set up 
for success. 

h. Review the agenda and 
distribute any essential 
information invitees should 
have before the meeting or 
pre-work necessary for a 
successful event. Make a plan 
to have the materials needed to 
support your agenda ready for 
event day — including necessary 
handouts, pens, sticky notes, etc. 

30

https://www.acf.hhs.gov/cb/policy-guidance/pi-23-01
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PROMOTE 
1. Develop promotional material for your event 

alongside LEx leaders, for example, emails, 
flyers, and social media posts. 

Journey to Success is here to answer questions or 
offer best practices as you promote your event.

2. Recruit LEx leaders, policymakers, program 
leaders, community members, and other state 
and local decision-makers to participate. 

Visit this link, where you can enter your 
address to obtain a list of your federal, state, 
and local elected officials and their contact 
information. Elected representatives keep very 
busy schedules, so it’s important to put your 
event on their radar with as much notice as 
possible. Sometimes, elected officials will send 
staff to represent them if they cannot personally 
attend. Don’t be discouraged by this! Staffers 
are excellent contacts to have as part of your 
advocacy efforts.

JTS TEAM TIP: Find out if your U.S. 
senator or representative serves on 

the Senate Finance Committee or the House 
Committee on Ways and Means. These 
members are in a great position to advance 
federal policies that improve outcomes for 
youth who experience foster care.

CREDIT: Iowa Department of Human Rights, Division of Criminal and Juvenile Justice Planning

“Live your life, and live 
your truth. Remember 
to be that someone that 
you needed.” 

-  Ashawntae James

CREDIT: Iowa Department of Human Rights, Division of Criminal and Juvenile Justice Planning

https://www.usa.gov/elected-officials
https://www.usa.gov/elected-officials
https://www.finance.senate.gov/about/membership
https://www.finance.senate.gov/about/membership
https://waysandmeans.house.gov/subcommittee/full-committee/
https://waysandmeans.house.gov/subcommittee/full-committee/
https://waysandmeans.house.gov/subcommittee/full-committee/
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3. Determine how, or if, you will include media. 
Press coverage is an effective tool to bring attention 
to foster care issues; however, press involvement 
must be handled carefully so LEx participants 
do not feel exploited or pressured to speak with 
members of the media. Key considerations for 
inviting media to your event include:
a. Establishing expectations and ground rules: 

	¬ Communicate to attendees that media will be 
in attendance — including on all promotional 
materials — so there are no surprises.

	¬ Make clear to LEx participants that they have 
zero obligation to speak with members of 
the media if they do not wish. 

	¬ Designate a planning team member to liaise 
with media ahead of time to establish ground 
rules — e.g., parameters around the use of 
attendee names or photos and any aspects 
of the agenda that are off limits to press. 

b. Preparation:
	¬ Determine ahead of the event, in 

partnership with LEx participants, who will 
be available as a media spokesperson(s). 
Color-coded name tags are one way to 
indicate those available for media interviews.  

	¬ Prep your LEx spokesperson/spokespeople 
for media interviews by supporting them 
in key message development and drafting 
mock interview questions for practice. 

	¬ Develop strategies to defer questions LEx 
participants do not wish to answer to your 
media liaison.

c. Access:
	¬ Consider whether you will invite media to the 

entire event or limit access to select portions. 

For example, you may invite media to listen 
to the data presentation, then hold breakout 
discussions closed to press to make space 
for authentic and vulnerable conversations. 

	¬ If the media is not invited to the 
conversation, you may promote press 
coverage through a follow-up statement or 
a meeting readout that summarizes the key 
points of the meeting. Make sure to engage 
LEx leaders in developing this message.

	¬ Advocates have found success in inviting 
reporters who understand the subject 
matter, have existing relationships with 
advocates, and can be trusted to cover 
the event with integrity. Your media liaison 
should educate reporters as necessary 
before the event for more accurate coverage.

d. Follow up:
	¬ Immediately after the event, check in with 

media attendees to ensure they have 
everything they need for their article. This 
step often presents an opportunity to learn 
more about what the reporter is planning 
to write and to answer their questions — 
leading to more accurate stories. 

	¬ Offer to have a LEx leader review the 
reporter’s article before publication. 
Reporters will not always grant this 
opportunity, but it doesn’t hurt to ask. 

	¬ Share the published article with any LEx 
leaders participating in interviews before 
sharing with the larger group to confirm 
they don’t have any concerns with the 
coverage. Thank them for sharing their story 
and expertise!

Navigating press engagement can sometimes feel daunting, but we’ve got your back! Reach out 
to the Journey to Success team with any questions as you’re creating your media plan.

mailto:eddye@journeytosuccess.org
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P H A S E  T W O : 

HOSTING THE COMMUNITY 
CONVERSATION
Here, you get to put your great planning from Phase One to work! In this section, we’ll cover 
best practices and reminders to help you get the most out of your community conversation.

The facilitator(s) welcoming attendees should 
cover the following: 

1. Share event goals

 tFor example, do you hope to educate 
policymakers and the media, or come away from 
the gathering with specific recommendations for 
elected officials? Clearly articulate to attendees 
where the meeting is headed.

2. Cover meeting expectations

 t Involve meeting participants, including LEx, 
in establishing shared meeting agreements 
to create a respectful meeting environment. 
Compile a list of shared agreements and post 
them in a prominent space.

 tFacilitate an ice-breaker to promote a 
comfortable, psychologically safe space for 
attendees. (See the Appendix for examples.)

3. Share appreciation

 tLEx participants, lawmakers, the media, and 
the broader community all play an important 
role. Thank them for devoting their time to a 
conversation on youth in foster care. 

 tKey messages to share with LEx 
participants include:  
	¬ Emphasize that the expertise gained 

from their lived experience gives them an 
especially important point of view. 

	¬ Express that youth are not expected to share 
their stories if they do not wish. (Creating a 
psychologically safe space is paramount.)

	¬ Highlight that their engagement can 
change policies, pointing to the legacy of 
youth advocacy.

The facilitator(s) presenting the data should:

1. Be familiar with the data and the audience, sharing 
information in a way that’s both relatable and 
clear. Aim for a nonpartisan, neutral, and trusted 
community member familiar with engaging with LEx 
leaders to create a psychologically safe environment. 

2. Avoid jargon or sharing acronyms 
without explanation. 

The facilitator(s) moderating the discussion of the 
data should:

1. Come prepared with ideas to engage the 
audience if participation is initially low, for 
example, using feedback walls with sticky notes 
instead of verbal responses.

2. Foster a respectful environment and redirect 
unproductive comments toward the focus of the 
community conversation.

The facilitator liaising with the media should: 

1. Ensure that any invited reporters adhere to 
ground rules by only interviewing LEx leaders 
who have volunteered as spokespeople. 

2. Remember that LEx participants should lead 
responses to media interview questions, as they 
are comfortable, and facilitators should play a 
supporting role. 
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Post-event actions your team can take include: 

1. Creating a follow-up communication summarizing 
the key themes and policy recommendations using 
your notetaker’s documentation. Ask LEx participants 
for permission to use their quotes from the event 
to highlight their perspectives. (Be sure to thank all 
participants and distribute a prompt follow-up note.)

2. Contacting decision-makers to convey the above 
policy recommendations; share any response 
received from lawmakers with participants. 

3. Surveying all participants to gather attendee 
feedback and refine future events. 

4. Debriefing with the planning team on next 
steps. Create space for LEx leaders to continue 
engaging on these topics, including inviting them 
to suggest next steps.

5. Maintaining an ongoing relationship with press 
covering your community conversation by sharing 
important developments in your advocacy work, 
helping keep foster care issues in the headlines 
in your state. 

P H A S E  T H R E E : 

BUILDING MOMENTUM AFTER THE 
COMMUNITY CONVERSATION
The conversation is not over when the event ends! The goal is to link the community 
conversation to meaningful action and sustained advocacy. 

“The guide is a helpful 
and skillful practice. 
I’d encourage folks to 
not give up and stay 
persistent” 

-  Eltuan Dawson

CREDIT: Iowa Department of Human Rights, Division of Criminal and Juvenile Justice Planning
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES AND RESOURCES FOR YOUTH AND 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Authentic Youth Engagement

Authentic Youth Engagement is grounded in an understanding of 
adolescent development. It requires that adults and professionals 
working in partnership with young people recognize how they 
mature emotionally, mentally, and physically and anticipate what 
they may need to encourage and support that growth. The four 
core components of authentic youth engagement as defined by 
the Jim Casey Youth Opportunities Initiative include: 1. Youth–
adult partnership, 2. Preparation, 3. Opportunities, and 4. Support. 
Importantly, authentic youth engagement positions young people and 
adults as equal contributors to decision-making, fosters a balance of sharing ideas and information 
between youth and adults, maintains a focus on policy and practice improvement, and supports 
young people’s leadership and professional development.

Typology of Youth Particpation and Empowerment (TYPE)

Several models of youth-adult partnerships exist and 
can provide a basis for decision-making structures and 
organizational self-examination. FosterClub recommends 
Wong, Zimmerman, and Parker’s empowerment framework 
which focuses on shifted control and access to resources in 
both its process and outcomes. Wong et al.’s Typology of 
Youth Participation and Empowerment (TYPE) is represented as a pyramid. Within the pyramid 
continuum, empowerment becomes a process toward shared control as a way to initiate change. In 
that shared, transactional process, youth and adults bring their own strengths to decision-making.

I S S U E  B R I E F  # 3

Authentic Youth  
Engagement: 
Youth-Adult Partnerships

Authentic Youth  
Engagement:  
Youth-Adult Partnerships 
Engaging adolescents in planning and 

decisionmaking regarding their own lives—and the 

larger community—reaps critical benefits throughout 

the process of transitioning to adulthood. Emerging 

knowledge in the field of neuroscience tells us that 

during adolescence and young adulthood the brain is 

undergoing extensive remodeling and that experience 

plays a critical role in how the brain matures. The 

concept is one of “use it or lose it” as synapses that see 

little use wither away and those that are used become 

stronger. Young people who have opportunities to 

be fully engaged with adults and “practice” adult 

skills such as reasoning, decisionmaking, and self-

regulation are thus strengthening the parts of the 

brain responsible for those functions. 

Young people in foster care have often been removed 

from natural opportunities for decisionmaking, 

community engagement, and leadership and they 

experience a sense of powerlessness and isolation. The 

intentional creation of leadership and community 

engagement opportunities is therefore particularly 

important for this group of young people.

The engagement of young people succeeds best when 

it is authentic and when it is supported by youth-adult 

partnerships. What makes engagement “authentic”? 

What is a true partnership? How do agencies that 

serve young people in foster care achieve authentic 

engagement of young people through youth-adult 

partnerships? 

Why focus on being authentic?
While it is often claimed that young people are 

being engaged, not all engagement of young people 

is authentic. Engagement loses authenticity when 

adults are conflicted about questions of power and 

control.  In his spectrum of adult attitudes, William 

Lofquist categorizes work with young people as 

fitting into one of three categories (see Figure 1). The 

attitudes adults hold about young people influence 

the ability of youth-adult partnerships to be effective 

All young people should have opportunities 

to be engaged in directing their own lives 

and to help shape their communities.

A P P E N D I X : 

RESOURCES AND EXAMPLES TO SUPPORT 
YOUR COMMUNITY CONVERSATION
Use these resources and templates to support your own community conversation! 

https://assets.aecf.org/m/resourcedoc/JCYOI-AuthenticYouthEngagement-2012.pdf
https://www.aecf.org/work/child-welfare/jim-casey-youth-opportunities-initiative
https://www.fosterclub.com/
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Wong-et-als-2010-TYPE-Pyramid_fig4_321783095
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Wong-et-als-2010-TYPE-Pyramid_fig4_321783095
https://assets.aecf.org/m/resourcedoc/JCYOI-AuthenticYouthEngagement-2012.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Wong-et-als-2010-TYPE-Pyramid_fig4_321783095
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FosterClub Youth Leadership Toolkit 

The Youth Leadership Toolkit, from FosterClub and the National Resource 
Center for Youth Development, is designed to support young people and 
adult supporters who would like to increase the effectiveness of their youth 
engagement. This guide provides key tools to prepare young people for 
engagement and can be used by both young people and adult supporters. 
The guide includes information on strategic sharing to help young people 
share stories with meaning and purpose. It also includes practical ways 
to prepare them for multiple engagement opportunities, including public 
speaking, focus group, outreach, and travel.   

Community Engagement Guide 

Planning an event that engages the broader community can be complex. 
This Community Engagement Guide from the Washington State 
Department of Health provides many tips and tools to be effective, 
recognize and respect the diversity and assets of the communities you’re 
seeking to engage, and approach all groups with humility. Following these 
key principles can help you build trusting relationships with community 
members, leaders, and partners.

Equitable Compensation 

Meaningfully engaging young people as partners or participants 
should include compensation and clear communication regarding that 
compensation. FosterClub’s LEx Leader Service Member Compensation & 
Support Guideline outlines FosterClub’s policies for supporting LEx leaders 
participating in service opportunities on behalf of FosterClub, including 
defining their role, guidelines for living allowance, volunteer service activities, 
and Q&A. 

Effective Prep and Support Checklist

Effective preparation empowers young people to make informed 
decisions and meaningful contributions to partnership opportunities. 
Preparation should happen well in advance of the event and 
requires time, effort, patience, relationship building and awareness 
of a young person’s unique needs and strengths. Adults and young 
people must be open to practicing new skills and being flexible 
in adjusting agendas and schedules. Preparation enables adults to support young people in leveraging 
their expertise and asserting their leadership. Use this Jim Casey Initiative preparation checklist as an 
example for specific events.

 

 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Community
Engagement
Guide

SharePoint/ C4PA/
Community_Engagement

LEx Leader Service Members
Compensation & Support Guidelines

This document outlines FosterClub’s policies surrounding the support for Lived
Experience (LEx) Leaders participation in service activities on behalf of FosterClub.

Defining a LEx Leader’s role at FosterClub: When an individual with LEx is engaged with
FosterClub, they must first be clearly classified as either a Volunteer Service Member,
Employee, or Contractor:

LEx Leader Volunteer
Service Member

Employee with Lived
Experience

LEx Contractor - 1099

● Participates in one or more
volunteer service
opportunities (and any
accompanying training,
debrief, or reporting related
to the performed service
activity) for FosterClub or our
partners.

● Is supported by FosterClub
staff in carrying out service
activities.

● Receives a living allowance
or stipend, limited to
Government Services
Administration (GSA)-defined
per diem maximums.

● Compensation in excess of
GSA per diem guidelines
which reach $600 or more in
a calendar year is reported
via 1099.

● Conducts the same work
as any other staff member.

● Abides by policies outlined
in FosterClub’s Employee
Handbook.

● Receives benefits outlined
for other staff.

● Receives wages.
● Supports Volunteer Service

Members in carrying out
service activities.

● Is assigned a position that
is defined as Exempt or
Non-Exempt.

● Conducts work similar to a
staff member, but requiring
specialized expertise (e.g.
requirement the task be
filled by a LEx Leader
and/or that LEx is required
to perform the work).

● Paid a flat fee for doing a
job outlined in a statement
of work.

● Work without FosterClub
oversight and, instead, have
only a reporting relationship
with staff.

● Complete a W-9.
● Are not entitled to

FosterClub benefits
received by staff.

This document is designed to
provide guidance regarding
compensation

If it is determined a LEx Leader will be an Employee or Contractor,
hiring or supervising staff must work with HR and follow regular
policies and practices for FosterClub personnel.

The intention of this document is to clarify FosterClub policy on the distribution of a living
allowance or stipend to support a LEx Leader’s Volunteer Service.

1

https://store.fosterclub.com/youth-leadership-toolkit/
https://doh.wa.gov/sites/default/files/legacy/Documents/1000/CommEngageGuide.pdf
https://www.fosterclub.com/blog/announcements/fosterclubs-lex-lived-experience-compensation-guide
https://www.fosterclub.com/blog/announcements/fosterclubs-lex-lived-experience-compensation-guide
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/61d7668f87439c3c6fe20c95/t/644fec1f5407c071d21f49df/1682959391584/JC_PrepAndSupport.png
https://store.fosterclub.com/youth-leadership-toolkit/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/61d7668f87439c3c6fe20c95/t/644fec1f5407c071d21f49df/1682959391584/JC_PrepAndSupport.png
https://doh.wa.gov/sites/default/files/legacy/Documents/1000/CommEngageGuide.pdf
https://www.fosterclub.com/blog/announcements/fosterclubs-lex-lived-experience-compensation-guide
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Key Message Development

Key messages influence the way people frame an issue and its 
solutions. The best key messages combine both data and story-telling 
elements to compel the audience to take action. Use this template 
as a tool to support young leaders and other key constituents in 
developing a key message.

Partnership Agreements

Partnership opportunities provide avenues for young people to develop 
their own skills as well as advocating, learning, contributing and educating 
others. When developing a partnership opportunity, take time to draft a 
written partnership agreement that you can share with young people early 
on. Schoolhouse Connection’s Principles of Youth Engagement highlights 
important questions to consider like: What is your agency or organization’s 
intention for this partnership? What role or combination of roles do you 
envision for young people? How do you envision this opportunity benefiting 
your agency or organization and those that hear and learn from the youth? 
How will this opportunity benefit the youth participating?

Achieving Authentic Youth Engagement Fact Sheet

This resource is a two-page fact sheet that presents Core Values & Guiding 
Principles that the Jim Casey Initiative believes young people in foster care 
need to truly have a say in planning their own future. 

P R I N C I P L E S  O F  

Y O U T H  E N G A G E M E N T

 

JORDYN ROARK, MSW 

DIRECTOR OF YOUTH LEADERSHIP AND SCHOLARSHIP

SCHOOLHOUSE CONNECTION

 Ethically and Efficiently Engaging Youth with

Ethically and Efficiently Engaging Youth with

Lived Experience in Education, Program Design,

Lived Experience in Education, Program Design,

and Advocacy

and Advocacy

WWW.SCHOOLHOUSECONNECTION.ORG/PRINCIPLES-OF-YOUTH-ENGAGEMENT

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/61d7668f87439c3c6fe20c95/t/644fecd5d7775a654b4d4cd8/1682959573683/JC_MessageTemplate.png
https://schoolhouseconnection.org/PRINCIPLES-OF-YOUTH-ENGAGEMENT/
http://www.aecf.org/resources/achieving-authentic-youth-engagement-core-values-guiding-principles-2/
http://www.aecf.org/resources/achieving-authentic-youth-engagement-core-values-guiding-principles-2/
http://www.aecf.org/resources/achieving-authentic-youth-engagement-core-values-guiding-principles-2/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/61d7668f87439c3c6fe20c95/t/644fecd5d7775a654b4d4cd8/1682959573683/JC_MessageTemplate.png
https://schoolhouseconnection.org/PRINCIPLES-OF-YOUTH-ENGAGEMENT/
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SAMPLE AGENDAS AND FORMATS

You may borrow either agenda or use aspects of each to create a custom agenda best suited to your 
event goals.

ICEBREAKER EXAMPLES

ICEBREAKER 
EXAMPLE #1
Invite participants 
to test their 
knowledge before 
the presentation of 
the data via a data 
quiz, making clear the 
quiz is for participants’ 
eyes only and no one 
else will see their 
responses. The Urban 
Institute Guide to 
Data Chats has some 
great examples.

ICEBREAKER 
EXAMPLE #2
Invite participants 
to share their 
stories through 
a photovoice 
exercise, also from 
the Urban Institute. 
Please note that 
this exercise should 
be communicated 
to participants 
in advance. 

ICEBREAKER  
EXAMPLE #3
Invite participants to write 
out positive affirmations for 
themselves. Ideas to share with the 
group, courtesy of True Up, include:

 t“ Good things happen when I 
speak my truth.”

 t“ My voice is unique to me and 
worthy of hearing.”

 t“ I hold space for others to share 
their truths.”

 t“ I heal myself and others by 
speaking the truth. 

 t“ I am an active and 
compassionate listener.”

SAMPLE AGENDA #1 (Total time: 2 hours) 

 tWelcome, registration, and meal sharing  | 20 MINS

 tOpening remarks, introductions, meeting ground rules, and icebreaker | 15 MINS

 tState and national data presentation | 30 MINS 

 tSmall group discussions on data presentation | 25 MINS

 tSharing of small group discussion takeaways and policy recommendations via verbal 
feedback or sticky notes on feedback walls read by a moderator | 20 MINS

 tClose, appreciation, and next steps  | 10 MINS

https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/2022-06/Guide%20to%20Data%20Chats_%20Convening%20Community%20Conversations%20about%20Data.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/2022-06/Guide%20to%20Data%20Chats_%20Convening%20Community%20Conversations%20about%20Data.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/2022-06/Guide%20to%20Data%20Chats_%20Convening%20Community%20Conversations%20about%20Data.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/101038/mobilizing_youth.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/101038/mobilizing_youth.pdf
https://trueupky.org/about-us/
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SAMPLE AGENDA #2 (Total time: 2.5 hours) 

This agenda was inspired by the work of True Up Kentucky and The TRC Truth Telling Young 
Adult Team, co-led and co-created by Eltuan Dawson.

 tWelcome, registration | 10 MINS

 tOpening remarks, introductions, meeting ground rules, and icebreaker | 15 MINS

 tState and national data presentation | 30 MINS

 tLEx truth telling testimony | 30 MINS

• Youth share personal insights related to the data from their lived experience.

• As this is a brave and vulnerable exercise, ensure youth feel well-supported and 
consider limiting media access to this portion of the event. 

 t Journal reflection | 10 MINS

• Ask meeting attendees to reflect on the LEx stories shared and write questions for LEx 
to consider answering later in the agenda. 

 tBreak, time for a snack and conversation | 15 MINS 

• During the snack break, meeting facilitator gathers submitted questions, screening 
each to ensure it is germane to the data and the event goals. From there, 
questions are shared with LEx participants to review and choose those they are 
comfortable answering.

• You may wish to plant questions similar to the following to begin a productive 
conversation:

 ¬“After listening to the data and hearing testimony from the other youth participants, 
what would you like those working within the system to know?”

 ¬“What is your one call to action for the full group today?”

 tPanel discussion | 30 MINS 

• Moderated discussion of submitted questions, answered by LEx participants, who may 
call in the event facilitator for support if needed. 

 tClose, appreciation, and next steps | 10 MINS

“Don’t be afraid to stand up for what you believe in 
even if at first you are standing alone.”

 -  Huyanna Tyneshia

https://trueupky.org/about-us/
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EVENT PLANNING CHECKLIST: 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Individuals with lived experience should be both partners in each of the below steps 
and participants in the conversation. Please see page 7 for detailed guidance and reach out to Journey to 
Success for help with any questions.

Prior to Your Community Conversation:

 � Convene your planning team and ensure 
everyone reviews the Fostering Youth 
Transitions 2023 national data and your 
respective state-level data 

 � Define the goals of your community conversation

 � Define the focus of community conversation 
discussion using the three Journey to Success 
priorities and your state data as a guide

 � Make a plan to invest in the partnership and 
participation of individuals with lived experience

 � Assess your organization’s capacity to coordinate 
logistics and communicate and promote the event

 � Choose attendees

 � Establish guiding principles for the event

 � Create a plan for compensating LEx participants, 
including transportation and childcare

 � Choose your event date

 � Choose your event venue — in person or virtual

 � Create your agenda

 � Create your presentation, including any slides 
or handouts. 

 � After finalizing your agenda, assign roles, including 
facilitators devoted to the following key roles:
	¬ Welcome and registration

	¬ Data presentation

	¬ Discussion moderation

	¬ Notetaking

	¬ Tech management

	¬ Media relations, if press is included

 � Review the agenda and distribute any 
essential information invitees should have 
before the meeting or pre-work necessary 
for a successful event

 � Decide your policy for media and observers 
(e.g. elected officials)  

 � Develop event promotions and send invitations

 � Make follow-up calls to underscore the 
importance of the event and recruit LEx 
leaders, policymakers, program leaders, 
community members, and other state and 
local decision-makers to participate

 � Create workgroups for the various aspects 
of the event (logistics, data presentation, 
media, etc.)

 � Establish a cadence of planning meetings to 
ensure everyone feels set up for success

 � Conduct additional participant recruiting 
as needed to ensure attendees are 
representative of the community  

 � Send follow-up reminders to participants

 � Continue to follow up with media if included

 � Reconfirm logistics — food, location, equipment

https://www.aecf.org/resources/fostering-youth-transitions-2023 
https://www.aecf.org/resources/fostering-youth-transitions-2023 
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Following Your Community Conversation:

 � Debrief immediately following the event with 
the planning team

 � Follow up with media and share meeting 
readout or statement where appropriate

 � Create a follow-up communication 
summarizing the key discussion themes, 
policy recommendations, and thanking 
attendees — including any communications 

tailored for lawmakers or other 
decision-makers

 � Survey all attendees to refine future events 

 � Share any response received from policymakers 
or other decision-makers with participants

 � Partner with LEx leaders on next steps, 
including sustained advocacy activities and 
the co-creation of the next event

“Never forget why you started this work and 
the communities depending most on your brave 
activism and advocacy for a better future.” 

-  Deza’Rae Collins



 COVER CREDIT: FosterClub

https://www.journeytosuccess.org
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